Cyanide based framework compounds are known to show large negative thermal expansion behaviour.
I. INTRODUCTION
Materials having open structure may show negative thermal expansion (NTE) behavior over a wide range of temperature [1] [2] [3] . The technological relevance of these compounds and their composites principally derives from their ability to withstand thermal shock without any damage. Most of these polyhedral structures are connected through their vertices 1, 3, 4 . The introduction of other anions between the polyhedral units increases the flexibility of structures through hinge like movements 5 . This type of structural flexibility has been identified in some metal organic framework structures (MOF) [5] [6] [7] [8] . A combination of polyhedral units of metal ions coupled to organic linkages gives rise to MOF compounds which exhibit interesting lattice behavior [9] [10] [11] . The flexibility, porous nature and anisotropic bonding give rise to the interesting mechanism of negative linear compressibility (NLC), NTE as well as phase transitions in MOF's when exposed to varying temperature-pressure environments 5, 9, 11 . Different mechanisms responsible for NTE behaviour in metal inorganic and metal organic framework structures give rise to difference in magnitude of thermal expansion coefficients in these compounds 9, 12 .
MOF show very large NTE coefficient and large compressibilities due to their highly anisotropic and flexible structures. The MOF exhibiting NLC along particular crystal direction are often found to show NTE along the same direction with similar mechanism 5, 9, 11 . Earlier we measured the phonon spectra of MCN (M=Ag, Au, and Cu) 10 and ZnAu 2 (CN) 4 compounds 9 . These MCN compounds resemble one dimensional structure. These compounds show NTE along the hexagonal c-direction and positive thermal expansion behavior in other directions 9, 10 . It has been observed that occurrence of NTE in MCN compounds originated from softening of phonons induced by CN disorder in the structure 10 , while in ZnAu 2 (CN) 4 the NTE is found to be related to the phonon modes that involve bending of the -Zn-NC-Au-CN-Zn-linkage 9 . Zn(CN) 2 is another NTE material that exhibits CN disorder 13 . Earlier first principles calculations and Raman spectroscopic experiments suggested 14 that the soft phonons in Zn(CN) 2 correspond to the librational and translational modes of C≡N rigid unit. However, later another ab-initio calculations 15, 16 and high-pressure inelastic neutron scattering experiments 17 identified a broad spectrum of phonons involving low-energy acoustic modes as well as optic modes extending over a large part of the Brillouin zone comprising of translations of all the atoms and librations and distortions of Zn(C/N) 4 polyhedra that contribute to the NTE in this compound. In the case of KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 and KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 there is no such CN disorder reported in the structure [18] [19] [20] . It would be interesting to understand the behaviour of NTE compounds which may have a different origin of phonon softening. Such comparative analysis will provide a comprehensive understanding regarding the role of different interactions, disorder, as well as dimensionality on the anomalous thermal expansion behavior.
Kamali et al 18 have reported the negative linear compressibility and negative thermal expansion behaviour of KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 using Raman spectroscopy and DFT calculations. The calculations included dispersion interactions via the vdW-DF2 approach of Langreth and Lundqvist groups. These modifications underestimated unit cell volume by 6% and c-axis by 5%. Moreover, the authors performed the DFT calculations in the non-magnetic structure without considering the effect of Hubbard onsite interactions. However, these two interactions are important in these compounds as they contain magnetic 3d atoms like Mn and Ni. Further, the thermal expansion calculations were performed by using the estimates of phonon anharmonicity from only the zone-centre modes. It is well known 21 that the phonons in the entire Brillouin zone need to be considered for calculation of the thermal expansion behavior.
We have performed inelastic neutron scattering measurements along with the ab-initio lattice dynamic calculations in the entire Brillouin zone to understand the mechanism of NTE in KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 and KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 . Detailed analysis of eigen-vectors of phonon modes has been performed to further elaborate the nature of dynamics of different species in the compounds leading to the thermal contraction. The analysis provides some interesting physics regarding NTE in these compounds, especially the nature of anharmonic vibrations which may be associated with both NLC and NTE, and the role of magnetism.
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Inelastic neutron scattering measurements of the phonon density of states are performed on 2 cc volume of polycrystalline sample of KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 in the direct-geometry cold-neutron time-of-flight time-focusing spectrometer IN6 at the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL, Grenoble, France). The spectrometer is equipped with a large detector bank covering a wide range of about 13• to 114• of scattering angle. The measurements are performed at various temperatures; namely150, 225, 300, and 400 K, in the neutron energy gain setup and high-resolution mode, using an incident wavelength of 5.12 Å (3.12 meV). In the incoherent one-phonon approximation 22, 23 , the measured scattering function S(Q,E) as observed in the neutron experiments is related to the phonon density of states g
where the + and -signs correspond to energy loss and gain of the neutrons respectively and [ ] The Vienna based ab-initio simulation package (VASP) [25] [26] [27] is used to carry out the total energy calculations based on plane-wave pseudo potential methods. The calculations are performed using projected augmented wave (PAW) formalism of Kohn-Sham density functional theory with generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for exchange correlation as given by Perdew, Becke and Ernzerhof [28] [29] [30] . K-point sampling was performed using 4×4×4 mesh Monkhorst-pack scheme with a plane wave energy cutoff of 900 eV. Various schemes allow incorporating the effect of van der Walls (vdW) interaction 31, 32 in VASP using different approximations. The phonon frequencies in the entire Brillouin zone are calculated using finite displacement method, within the direct method approach, as implemented in PHONON5.2 33 . Hellman-Feynman forces are calculated by the finite displacement of 0.03 Å.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
KAB 3 (CN) 6 , where A=Mn, Ni and B=Ag, Au are metal cyanide framework compounds that crystallize in a hexagonal structure (space group: P3 1 2, 149) 34 . Their structures ( anomalous lattice behavior in these materials [18] [19] [20] 34 .
A. Structure Optimization
Initializing from the experimental low-temperature structure parameters 19 , we have performed complete relaxation of the KAB 3 (CN) 6 unit cell using DFT with GGA exchange correlation functional 28, 29 . Although GGA based calculations are usually known to produce the structural parameters within an error of +-5%, but in case of KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 the hexagonal c-parameter is highly underestimated (more than 10%). To overcome this issue we have performed structure optimization using various schemes of Dion et al 31, 32 .The introduction of van der Waals dispersion interactions through various DFTfunctional schemes relaxes the structural parameters closer to the experimental values. We have tried various vdW functionals and found that optB88-vdW 35 gives the best result (TABLE I and II). The optB88 is used for further calculations. These dispersion interactions affect the structure through Ag-C bond length. These compounds contain magnetic transition metal atoms such as Mn and Ni, which have highly correlated 3d electrons. As the experimental magnetic structure is not available for these compounds, we have used simple ferromagnetic interactions among the magnetic atoms of these compounds. The ferromagnetic interactions give rise to a net magnetic moment of 4.5 and 1.8µ B of magnetic unit cell in the Ag-and Au-compounds respectively. These magnetic interactions lower the crystal potential energy and stabilize the structure, and produce lattice parameters closer to the experimental values.
The localization of 3d orbitals of Mn and Ni is taken care through the Hubbard onsite interaction using Dudarev's approach 36 . We have taken the Hubbard U parameters for Mn and Ni atoms for metal organic frameworks 37 . Further, we have performed calculations (TABLE I and II) with varying U parameters around these values to get the best structure close to the experiments. For this purpose, an effective U eff = U-J (5.5 for Mn and 6.7 for Ni) 37 is used to modify the pseudopotential of Mn and Ni atoms which in turn controls the binding of these atoms with their nearest neighbors. These optimizations give rise to very good agreement between the calculated and experimental lattice parameters of these compounds. Our calculations (at 0K) give an overestimated c-lattice parameter compared to the experiment (at 300K) by 1.7 %, which is consistent with the anisotropic NTE behavior along the c-axis 18, 19 . Moreover, our calculated (0K) volume is 2.8% lower than the experiments (100K), which is in line with the net positive volume thermal expansion in this compound 18, 19 .
B. Elastic Properties of KAB 3 (CN) 6
Structural changes ofthe unit cell of KAB 3 (CN) 6 are calculated by applying various isotropic pressures. The calculated lattice parameters as a function of applied pressure are shown in Fig. 2 6 are not available; however, both these compounds show qualitatively similar pressure dependence of lattice parameters. The c-lattice parameters of both compounds show an interesting increase with increase in applied stress and hence signify negative linear compressibility (NLC) along the hexagonal c-axis. This type of behavior is found to exist in very few compounds.
We have calculated the elastic-constant tensor (TABLE III) 6 . This causes lower NLC value in KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 compared toKMnAg 3 (CN) 6 . The C 33 component of elastic constant tensor for both compounds is about 5 to 6 times the value of the corresponding C 11 and C 13 (or C 23 ). Therefore, compression or expansion along c-axis must arise from the shear stress components and not from the tensile one.
C. Phonon Spectra of KAB 3 (CN) 6 The phonon spectra for KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 (Fig. 3) are measured at 150 K, 225 K, 300 K and 400 K.
As measurements are performed in neutron energy gain mode, we could get experimental spectra only at low energies below 45 meV at 150 K and below 70meV at higher temperatures, which are well populated at these temperatures. The spectra consist of phonon peaks around 5, 10, 14, 20 and 35 meV.
As usually expected, with increasing volume and increase in temperature, all the phonon peaks are found to shift to lower energies. This indicates that the explicit anharmonicity due to increase in the thermal amplitude of atoms is much less significant in KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 . This behavior contrasts with that found in ZrW 2 O 8 , where the contribution from explicit anharmonicity is found to be significant 4, 40, 41 and on increase of temperature the peaks in the phonon spectra at low energies are found to shift to higher energies. The double peaks around 20 meV get well separated ( Fig. 3 ) with increasing temperature due to different degree of softening related to atoms contributing to these modes. As discussed below, the peaks have contributions (Figs. 4 and 5 ) mainly from C and N atoms.
The calculated neutron-weighted partial and total phonon density of states of various atoms in We have calculated the phonon dispersion relation of KAB 3 (CN) 6 compounds over the entire Brillioun zone, which along various high symmetry directions in the Brillioun zone are shown in Fig.   6 . The slope of acoustic phonon branches near the zone center signifies the elastic behavior of the compounds. There are four regions of phonon dispersion curves with some band gaps in between. The band gaps as seen in dispersion relation (Fig. 6 ) matches very well with that seen in the calculated partial density of states (Fig. 5) . The stretching vibrations of -CN-bonds at about 270 meV are almost dispersion less due to the highly rigid nature of these triple bonds, and are not shown in Fig. 6 .
The calculated zone-centre frequencies and their irreducible representations for both compounds are classified in Table V . These first-principles calculated data would be useful in the mode assignments of Raman and infra-red measurements as and when available.
D. Thermal Expansion Behaviour
Thermal expansion coefficients of a solid are related to the Grüneisen parameters and elastic properties as discussed below. The mode Grüneisen parameter of phonon of energy E q,j (q is the phonon wave-vector, and j (=1, 3n) is the mode index, n being the number of atoms in the primitive unit cell) is given as 
Where s ij are elements of elastic compliances matrix, s=C -1 (TABLE IV) at constant temperature T=0 K, V 0 is volume at 0K and C l' (q,j,T) is the specific heat at constant strain due to j th phonon mode at point q in the Brillouin zone. This implies for a hexagonal system (a=b), the coefficient of volume thermal expansion is given by:
The anisotropic pressure dependence of phonon spectrum is calculated to obtain the anisotropic However, the Γ c shows negative values upto 45 meV. The magnitude of negative Γ c is larger for KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 than that for KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 which could give rise to higher coefficient of thermal expansion along c-axis in KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 .
The calculated linear thermal expansion behaviour for both compounds is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 8 .The c-axis of both compounds shows negative thermal expansion while a-axis shows positive thermal expansion in the entire temperature range upto 500 K. The overall volume thermal expansion coefficient is positive in these compounds. The linear are larger in KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 than that in KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 . The average linear thermal coefficients extracted from the diffraction data The overall calculated lattice parameters of these compounds as a function of temperature are compared with their experimental values 19, 20 in Fig. 9 .The calculated and the experimental data are in accord with each other. The calculated contribution of phonon of energy E to the linear thermal expansion coefficients at 300 K is shown in Fig. 10 . It can be seen that the phonon modes which contribute to positive expansion coefficients along a-axis also give rise to negative expansion coefficient along c-axis of the hexagonal unit cell. The phonon modes below 10 meV give larger negative . value of −8 ×10
for KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 in comparison to that of −5×10
in KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 . The modes around 20 meV give a larger contribution to in KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 than that in KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 .
The calculated contribution of phonon of energy E to the mean-square displacements (u 2 ) of various atoms at 300 K for KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 and KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 is shown in Fig. 11 . It can be seen that for B(Ag, Au) atoms the low energy modes around 5 meV contribute highly to the mean square displacement (u 2 ). Further, the u 2 valuesof Ag atoms in KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 aremuch higher (Fig. 11) than those of Au in KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 , which could arise from comparatively lower mass of Ag atoms. This would give rise to more flexibility to A-NC-B-CN-A linkages in KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 and may be responsible for higher coefficients of negative thermal expansion in KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 in comparison to KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 .
For low energies around 5 meV, the A(=Mn, Ni) atoms have a low vibrational amplitude in comparison to C atoms indicating that low energy phonon modes mainly involve rotation of AC 6 .However, detailed mode analysis is required to microscopically understand the phenomenon of the anomalous thermal expansion behavior.
In order to understand the microscopic mechanism responsible for negative thermal expansion behavior along the c-axis, we have analyzed the specific phonon modes of low energy with negative α c .
The linear thermal expansion coefficient, due to the Γ-point mode of energy 1.42 THz for KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 and 1.59THz for KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 (assuming it as an Einstein mode with one degree of freedom), along various axes is: α a =6.0×10 for these compounds, respectively. This mode (Fig. 12 ) also involves the transverse chain dynamics of C atoms, however; there is an equal and opposite movement of two C atoms on both sides of B atoms. This gives large bending of A-NC-B-CN-A linkage about B atoms and hence contracts the c-axis and expands the a-axis. Therefore, the mechanism of NTE along c-axis arises from the bending of A-NC-B-CN-A linkage about B(Ag, Au) atoms.
IV. Conclusions
Inelastic neutron scattering and ab-initio calculations of phonon spectra are performed to study thermodynamic behavior of KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 and KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 6 and KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 , respectively. The stretching vibrations of -CN-bonds at about 270 meV (not shown in the figure) are almost dispersion less due to the highly rigid nature of these triple bonds, and are not shown here.
FIG7. (Color Online)
The calculated anisotropic Grüneisen parameters as a function of phonon energy, as averaged over all the phonons in the Brillouin zone, in KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 and KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 , respectively.
FIG 8. (Color Online)
The calculated temperature-dependent linear and volume thermal expansion coefficients of KMnAg 3 (CN) 6 and KNiAu 3 (CN) 6 respectively. . Key: A(Mn, Ni), blue sphere; B(Ag, Au), Green sphere; C, black sphere; N, red sphere; K, violet sphere .
